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1: Identify the brand and the model that you want to buy (Narrow it down, using a patient 
process of elimination.) 
 
2: Do plenty of research about the watch itself and its value. Read as much as you can about 
the watch so you know what you should expect to find on a good version. 
 
3: Identify some possible sellers. Do your research on each one and choose accordingly, 
remember you are buying the dealer as much as you are the watch. When you find a dealer 
that you trust, try to stick with him and build a relationship. It will pay dividends in the long 
run. 
 
4: Don’t be afraid to travel for the right watch. A day out of your life to secure the right 
watch is time worth spending. Too many people will buy the wrong watch just because it’s 
on their doorstep. 
 
5: Have plenty of patience and don’t rush into any decisions. 
 
6: Ensure that you have learnt how to use and eye glass and always have it to hand. 
 
7: Be honest with your dealer. Don’t try and make yourself look like a pro but make him 
aware that you’re not stupid either. Let it slip that you are social media active. 
 
8: Check that all the watches functions work as they should. For example, does the date 
change correctly, does the crown wind, screw down and un-lock correctly, is the hacking 
mechanism working as it should and does the Chronograph facility work correctly. Every 
watch has functions, know what they are and how they should work BEFORE looking at the 
watch. This includes asking about timekeeping. 
 
9: Ask about the terms and conditions of any purchase. These should be clear before you 
buy and that should include details of the warranty period and return’s / exchange options. 
 
10: Check that the Sapphire Crystal is not damaged or chipped. Take particular time to check 
around the edge of the Sapphire with your fingernail to check for chips. 
 
11: Decide how important Box & Papers are to you and understand what they mean exactly. 
Remember, B&P’s does not guarantee authenticity nor does it guarantee that you’re buying 
a good watch and someone who puts too much emphasis on B+P – particularly on a vintage 
piece, could miss out on an absolute gem because it doesn’t have all the ‘window dressings’ 
with it. 
 
 



 
 
 
12: When checking the watch be sure to make use of your eyes, your touch and then your 
eye glass. You’d be surprised as to what you can miss first time around. 
 
13: Check the dial for any damage, marks, chips or cracks and check the text on the dial is 
clear and correct. 
 
14: Check the hands for any signs of damage and make sure they align correctly at 12. 
 
15: Check the bezel. If it’s meant to, does it turn smoothly and correctly. Are there any signs 
of damage to the bezel anywhere, including the edges that are susceptible to being 
damaged. Depending on the model, bezel damage can drastically reduce a watches value. 
 
16: Check for band stretch on the bracelet and check the screws haven’t been chewed up by 
an amateur using the wrong tools to remove links. 
 
17: Check the amount of links in the bracelet. Is it correct? Or thereabouts… Particularly on 
gold models as the links are worth more and more expensive to replace. 
 
18: Check that the clasp closes and opens correctly.  
 
19: Check all around the case for any dents or dings that could not easily be removed by 
light (reasonable) refinishing. Take extra note of the edges as these are the areas that take 
most impacts. 
 
20: Remember the golden rule, condition, condition, condition… 
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